Amendments to Resolution No. 40 and map of the European recreational navigation network

Submitted by the Government of Slovakia and the Russian Federation

I. Amendments to Resolution No. 40

Proposal of the Government of Slovakia

In Slovakia from 1 January 2014 the State Navigation Administration changed the name to Transport Authority.

According to article 39 of Act no. 338/2000 Coll. on inland navigation, as amended, certificates of competence are issued by Transport Authority, government department, who will also be provide all relevant information on certificates issued by it.

The contact information:

Transport Authority
Inland Navigation Department
Pristavná 10
821 09 Bratislava 2

Phone: +421 2 3330 0217
Mobile: +421 917 562 066
E-mail: petr.pavlasek@nsat.sk
II. Map of the European recreational navigation network

Submitted by the Government of the Russian Federation


These vessels may navigate on the Russian inland waterways and call at the ports which are included into the list on inland waterways of the Russian Federation and ports permitted for vessels flying foreign flags.

The revised map of the European recreational inland navigation network as regarding the territory of the Russian Federation corresponds to the national legislation.